
 

 

Individual Journey to poetry – the project 

The Austrian artist and curator Sini Coreth and the Israeli curator Sharon 

Toval have joined forces to create the international female photography 

group exhibition, "Individual journey to poetry". It involves eight women, 

from Arabic, Israeli, Asian and European countries, who are expressing their 

female socio-cultural status with their camera. Although the artists come 

from very different cultures, religions and societies, together they form a 

continuous and harmonious poetry, dedicated to strengthen the women 

voice and rights worldwide.  

 

The project is composed of two exhibitions: the first will open in September 

6th 2012, in the magical and historical "Palais Porcia", a baroque Palace right 

in the center of Vienna. The second exhibition will open in the famous Peres 

Peace Center, located in front of one of the most amazing beaches of Jaffa, 

Israel, on January 23rd 2013. The center aims to increase cultural exchanges 

between the Arab and the Jewish population worldwide.  

The wide artistic experience of Coreth in Middle Eastern countries, and the 

international artistic activities of Toval as a curator and initiator of "Modern 

art Israel" - a project promoting young and emerging Israeli contemporary 

artists, has created an interesting outlook merging the feminine perspectives 

in photography and the artist's worlds, forming a continuous harmonic 

narrative flow.   Coreth and Toval collaboration has been interesting on 

joining their different and completing curatorial experiences, bringing artists 

from so called "enemy" countries and showing that art has no frontiers. The 

collaboration has yield the participation of artists coming from very secluded 

countries like Iran, Syria and The Palestinian Authority. The project has been 

a real challenge as for the art works recruitment, the funds raising in different 

cultural organizations and the virtual collaboration between Coreth and Toval 

during the project set-up phase. 



 

 

Individual Journey to poetry - the exhibition 

"Journey to poetry" involves eight female photographers from Iran, Israel, 

Palestinian Authority, Syria, Oman, China, Japan and Austria.  

The artists are combining their artistic talents to extravert their inner-self 

through their environment and express it into their art. For these artists, their 

surrounding is a tool to express their fears, joy, love, anger, curiosity, 

seclusion, freedom and many other feelings. It is also a way to state their 

socio-political views and background, their female voice vis-a-vis the context 

of their respective countries. 

For some of the artists, their creation is a way to escape from the pessimistic 

reality they live in, a patriarchal social system where women still hide to 

create. For others, it is a much more extravert political and social declaration. 

In between those two poles, some artists express their dreams for a better 

society. 

The exhibition will discuss the tension between the cultural background and 

visual results: is there a linear connection between those two parameters or 

on the contrary, is there a will to escape origins and background? How much 

social and gender seclusion is felt through the artist's works? Is it visually 

obvious or just metaphorically expressed? Is there a stereotype 

masculine/feminine disturbance? Is the feminine position in art still 

combative or egalitarian towards masculine critics? Is art still made to please 

male audiences? How do the geographical differences influence those issues? 

What is the relation between feminine social equity and visual expressions?  

 

Artists: 

Mehrane Hatashi – Iran, Khaisa Rawahi - Oman, Nissreen Boukhari - Syria, 

Tom Bookstein – Israel, Eman Mohammed - Palestinian Authority, Jia – China,  

Iki Nakagawa – Japan, Sini Coreth – Austria. 

Curators: 

Sini Coreth, Sharon Toval. 

 


